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INSTRUCfION AND AMUSEMENf COMBINED. 

Within a few years the llUsiness of toy making has assumed 
considerable proportions in tli� country; and it is not strange. 
considering the ulilitarian character of our people, that the 
style of toys made should be different fmm those made by 
poor Caleb in Dickens'" Cricket on the Hearth." Our �oys 
are either artistic or, mechanical-perhaps bot.h. Certlllnly 
they are incomparably above our imported t?ys, especially 
when they simulate life. They are not repulSIVe exaggera
tions. nor caricatures, but life like Even our dolls are pleas
ant to l"ok at; almost instinct with life. All our toy repre
sentations of animal life are of a similar chaIRcter. This 
taste, this str,iving after the actual,1lven In t?ese little things, 
as some would call them, is veryelflCquragmg. Our young 
derive their knowledge of the world from thlllgs rather than 
from their representatives, words, and first impressions are 
la8tiug. 'roys during the period of childhood are then con
Btant companions, and from them, as models of the real, the

.
y 

derive their only actual knowledge. For this reason theIr 
toys should be reasonable. 

But in mechanical toys particularly the Americans excel. 
Walldng dolls, running steamboats, fire engines, carI�ages, 
etc., with many other similar contrivance�, worked by SImple 
clock work and driven by a coiled spring are both common 
and cheap. Some of them beautifully illustrate mec1Janieal 
movements and may be made a means of instructing children 
in the principles of mechanics, while at the �ame time am

.
us

ing thpm. The same may be said of chemIcal toys wl:JCh 
illustrate some of the most important principles of chemICal 
science. 

But we think there is room for still further attempts, and 
succes�ful, in this direction. It seems strange that tht' 
simplest of machines-the steam engine·-has not been pre· 
sented to the public as a toy. Miniature steam engmes are 
common enough; but they are usually more th'ln nece,sarily 
elaborate in finish and th�refore costly in price. They are 
bllilt eithf'r by amateurs as specimens of their mt'chauical 
skill and regarded as curiosi ties, or constructed by machinists 
or model makers to fill orddrs from ed ucational institutions to 
be used to illustra\e problems in natural philosopby. 'fhe 
amount of finish put upon these miniature specimens places 
them beyond the reach of the mass, or the vagaries of their 
builders

' 
in adopting unheard·of plans for their engines de· 

pri ves them of practical use as means of instruction. B eside 
thi�, many otherwise sensible people believe that the steam 
engine with its nece�sary bailer is simply another form of a 
gunpowder magazine, ready at the touch of a matcu to 'blow 
their bouse into" flinders" and themselves into etemity. 
Perhap9 the discussions in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN in re
gard to steam boiler explosions and the records of accidents 
in our daily papers conduce to this feeling of insecurity. 
But really a toy steam engine staniling nn the table or th" 
mantel and running' at lightning speed is mnch less danger
ous than a common kerosene lamp. 

Probably few machines are simpler in principle or easier in 
construction than the steam engiue Of course a large ma
chine. WIth all its appurtenances and its fxactions, appears t.o 
be complicated, and it is so in one way; the huger the engine 
the more accurate must be the fit and wOI'king of the parts 
to hedge in and control the subtile element ot steam. But a 
small engine, such as would be appropriate as a toy, may be 
built by the most ordinary mechanic; and it may be made 
plain, light, and cheap. The mechanic who shall introduce 
this as one of our mechanical toys may be assured of a bano
some return for his outlay, while the public will be gainers 
in a familiarity with what is now thought by many to be a 
mechanical mystery and a dreadful agent of evil. 

Jdtutific 
ENCKE'S COMET. 

This celebrated com�t is now expected to make its appear
ance al.!'ain and it is not iUlprobable that it will be ouserved 
lJefore this

' 
article is printed. As it will probably be much 

talked about, a few words in regard to it may not be uninter
esting to our readers. Encke's comet was diecovered by the 
astronomer Pons, at Marseillee, in 1818. Encke, however, 
Vl'flS the first to calculate its elliptical elements, and hence his 
name has been given to it. One of the results of Encke's 
calculations was to establish its identity with the comets ob
served in 1786, 1795, and 1805. After its observation by Pone, 
Nov. 26,1818, it remained in view nntil 1819, since which 
time it has been regularly observed at each return. Its period 
is approximately three and one fourth years. It can rarely be 
seen by the naked eye, and it then appears as a star of the fifth 
or sixth magnitude, exhibiting,under favorable circumstances, 
a faint nebulosity. 

This comet is remarkable not only on account of its p eriod
icity-mll.ny comets having no periods-but also on account 
of the fact that its period is shorter than any other known 
periodical comet. It also exhibits a peculiarity in ill., motion 
which has given rise to much speculation. Observation has 
shown that its period is constantly diminishing. at the rate of 
about two hours and a half for each revolution. A similar 
retardation has been discovered in the motion of other �omets 
having short periods. It is argued f rom this fact that the 
Qrbij:s of these bodies are constantly shortening, and that they 
ar.e gradualo/ approaching nearer to the sun, upon the surFace 
of which they must ultimately fall. The canse for this retard
ation is attributed to a medium existing in the interplanetary 
spaces, of such ten uit.y that it does not perceptibly affect the 
motions of the denser heavenly bodies, but which opposes reo 
sistance to the attenuated masses of comets, the amount of 
resistance being assumed to increase with the square of the 
ve'ocity of the moving body. Herschel and many others 
have di�st'nted from this hypothesis, and have attributed the 
retardation of its motion to the gradual loss of its tail. 
However, it has only twice been observed to present the ap
pearance of a tail. In 1805 it was observed by Prof. Huth, of 
Frankfort when it exhibited a tail three dt'g'rees in length. 
In 1848 P;ofessor Bond. at Cambridge, also observed a tail ex
tending toward the Bun. It appeared liKe a faint bru8h of 
light. This discovery attracted great attention, as it is very 
unusual for comets to exhibit any appearance of a tail ill the 
direction of the sun. Some weeks afterward another tail was 
discQvered extending from the sun. also very faint and about 
two degrees in length, the one first discovered still remaining 
visible. The same peculiarity was also prt'sented in the ap
pearance of the comet discovered in December,1823. The 
projection of the tails of comets toward the sun completely 
upset many ingenious hypotheses which were supposed to 
approximately account for both the material and the direct�on 
of thlese singular appendages, nnd after ages of observatIOn 
and speculation we are still iu tho dark as to the real nature 
of cometary matter. it is probable, however, that the spec
troscope will hereafter be used to qreat purpose in the solu
tion of this problem. Indeed some facts have been already 
added to the former stock by its use, although nothing has 
been attained that can be romidered a sufficient basis for a 
complete and satisfactory theory. 

The orbit of Encke's comet lies wholly witlJin that of Ju
piter, and it performs nf'arly four revolutions to one of that 
planet. Its freq uent proximity to the planets of our system, 
and its small relative weight, give rise to marked perturba
tions in its motions, which have furnished valuable data for 
the determination of the masses of those bodies. By the use 
of these data important c:Hrections have been m'lde in previ
ous computations of the respective masses of Jupiter and 
Mercury. 

-rhe observation of this comet has confirmed the truth of 
the assertions of Hevelius and Newton, that the volumes of 
compts contract as they approach the sun, and enlargfl as 
they recede from it. This is accounted for by the supposition 
that the heat of the sun disperses the exterior portions until 
they become invisible from their extreme attenuation. As 
the comels pass into colder regions, the reverse takea place. 

We have said that the period of Encke's comet is shorter 
than any other known. The comet of 1264- is supposed to 
have the longest period of any known, it being over three 
hundred years, making some allowances for imperfect data 
and calculations. The distance traveled by one of these 
bodies in such ft period, flitting through the heavens at rates 
far exceedinO' any other of the heavenly bodies, is beyond all 
human conc:ption. What wide and obscure regions are vis
itpd by them after they have disappeared from human obser
vation, to what unknown systems and mysteries of space they 
penetrate, must forever remain a subject of doubt and specu
lation to the human mind. We may in a future article say 
something in regard to other remarkable comets, and the 
hypotheses to whi ch we have alluded. 

-_. 
SHOULD THE P ATENT LAWS BE EXTENDED TO HORTI

CULTURE. 

Under the above caption the The Horticulturi8t discusses 
the value of the Patent Laws and suggests an extension of 
their benefit.s so that they may do for the farmer, the florist, 
and the horLiculturist what they have alrt'ady done for the 
mechanic. Our cotemporary says, let there be, in connection 
with the Agricultural Bureall, an office of record, where tbe 
name, character, quality, description, etc., of new varieties of 
fruit and grain, originating in this country, shall be entered 
and secured to the originator. Let specimens be sent to 
trust ",orthy correspondents of the bureau in various sections 
of the country, so that its value for general cultivation may 
be determined. Let the result thus arrived at be publicly 
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announced under authority of the bureau, and the right to 
vend the article be vested in the originator and his licensees 
for a term of years. Something of this kind would wonder
fully stimulate to continued improvement in the production 
of choice varieties of plants and grains to the great advan
tage and profit. of the country. While it would secure to the 
originator the just reward of his skill and labor, it would 
protect the public from the thousa nd impositions now put 
upon them by the venders of new varieties of untried and 
doubtful value. As this business is now conducted, we have 
no hesitation in asserting that many thousands of dollars are 
annually thrown away in the purchase and planting of 
fruits, for example, which, however valuable they may have 
proved in their original locality, are totall-y unprofitable and 
useless for cultivation in other sections under an altered con
ilition of soil and climate. 

We know of many instances where other deserving horti
culturists and agriculturists, who have df'votfld their best 
years to the public good, have had only their labor for their 
pains; other persons, to whom they have sent specimens of 
th�ir plants, in various sections, to test their value, having 
stepped in to rob them of their reward. Every year the n ur 
serymen of the country are mulcted in large sums of money 
for the purchase of new and professedly valul1ble p19nts, 
which too often prove of little or no value. These being 
sent out at extortionate prices, for general culti vation, and 
failing to answer the expectations excited by the glowing 
descriptions published of their merits, tend to discourage 
cnltivators and bring the profession of Horticulture into dis
repute. Were some such system adopted as we have sug
gested, however, the honest experimenter would be protected 
in the product of his labor, and the prices of new plants would 
be set at a more reasonable figure, 80 as to be within the 
reach of all, because the originator would, instead of, as now, 
being compelled to realize his profits ont of his first season's 
sales, be secured in their enjoyment for a term of years. 

We kno� it may be urged that such a provision as this 
has never yet been incorporated into the Patent Laws of any 
nation; but of its necessity, its justice, there can be no ques
tion. As the United States, by its greater liberality to in·ven
tors has stimulated the arts f\nd sciences, and added to the 
ind�8trial wealth and resources of the people more than any 
other government in the world, let it go one step farther 
and by judicious legislation, stimulate the husbandman to 
take rank among the highest order of productive agents, and 
elevate and dignify that profession which, however much 
lauded by poets and extolled by politicians as an ennobling 
one, has heretofore been of the earth, quite too earthy. 

----- .... _ .. 
THOUGHf AND EXPRESSION. 

The eyes have been called "the windows of the soul." 
They are not only windows, but they and all the other organs 
of sense are doors by which impressions and ideas obtain in
gress to the mind. The organs of speech, the hands, the 
muscles of expression, and the eyes, are the doors through 
which thought passes out of one mind to enter another. The 
perfection of these mind-valves has, probauly, as much to do 
with what is commonly called mental vigor as quality of 
brain or its size. We think in language, and the more 
limited our language, the more limited must be our thioking 
power. 

It iB not essential to thought, however, that we should think 
in language of our own. We may think, in the language of 
another, thoughts which our limited means of expreB�ion are 
inadequate to utter. This is the case with mutes who pos
sess the sense of hearing. They know and think in a lan
guage which they cannot spe�k. The same is true of animals 
to a very limited e xtent. If the mind of man were only ac
ces�ible through such channels as that possessed by the dog, 
and if his means of expression were equally limited, it m ay 
well be doubted whether the texture of his brain would en
able him to eXhlbit higher mental manifestations than that 
animal. 

It is possible that in the search for the causes of man's 
mental superiority to animals, too much stress has been laid 
upon the differences in the constitution of the brain, and too 
little attention has been paid to the effect upon mental devel
opment produced by his vastly superior physical organi 
zation. 

We once heard an eminent professor, in a lecture upon the 
brain, make the statement, that the proportion of gray vesi
cular nerve matter which is found upon the surface of the white 
subs'>ance which forms the largest portion of the mass of the 
brain,was an index of the intelligence of animals, and that as 
the depth of lhe convolutions upon 1he brain increased its sur
face, such animals as possessed deeply convoluted brains 
would be found to possess a higher degree of sagacity than 
those havinO' brains of more even surface. As an instance,he 
mentioned the horse, and declared that on account of his 
ileeply convoluted brain, he possessed greater intelligence 
than any other animal. 

We think the majority of our readers will hardly believe 
that the horsl) is more in tl'lhgent than the dog, or the ele
phant. We feel certain, however, that a dog will express 
such ideas as his limited powers permit with greater facility 
than the horse. As to how far physical organization influ
ences mental manifestations, it is difficult to say, but tha I. it 
it has more effect than is usually attributed to it seems 
probable. 

__ .. 
MEASUREMENT OF lUGH TEMPERATURES. 

We have lately received several communications requesting 
information in regard to the best means of measuring high 
temperatures in kilns and furnaces. We reply to these qne
ries, that Daniell's Pyrometer is undoubtedly the best instru
ment for the purpose. The well· known Wedgewood's Py: 
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romcter was the first used, and its operation depends upon 1 high water; the height of the roofing above the floor will 
the fact that clay, when highly heated, parts with Borne or' be 150 feet; thus the total height of the towers will be 268 
the water which it always contains, and new chemical com- feet from high water to top of roof, not including balustrade 
binations take place w!::.ich result in its permanent contrac- and ornamental blocks. �'he towers will be built hollow. 
tion. Wtdg(:wood asmmed this contraction to be in a ratio The impression of the whole will be that of massiveness and 
tv the degree of hl'at employp.d, but this has been found by strength. 
subseq uent experiments to be erroneous. 'l'he amount of con- The cost of the bridge will be between $6,000,000 and 
traotion corresponds to the time the clay is exposed, rather $7,000,000. The engineer's estimate is $6,675,357. Great 'as 
than to the degree of heat, a11d is found to vary also with the this amount, th0re can be no doubt that it would be advan
character of the clay used. tageously and profitably applied in the construction of this 

Daniell's Pyrometer consists of a bar of platinum inclosed grand hanging thoroughfare between the two great cities. 
in a sheath of black lead (graphite). The expansion of the _ _  ... -----
platinum is indicated on a graduated arc. From the known HYDROPHOBIA. 
rate of the pxpansion of platinum, the degree of heat may 
be computed. Platinum expands .000884 of its entire length 
from 32' Fah., to 212" Fah. It will be sufficiently accurate 
for ordinary purposes, to comider the rate 'of expansion as 
having the same ratio to the increase of heat for high tem
peratures, although not absolutely correct. There are other 
pyrometers in use, but for practical purposes we prefer 
Daniell's. 

---------44_ ... �--------

THE PROPOSED SUSPENSION BRIDGE BETWEEN NEW 

YORK AND BROOKLYN. 

The islands of Manhattan and Long Island are separated by 
an [stuary connecting the waters of Long Island Sound with 
thoEe of the harbor and bay of New York. It is generally 
but incorrectly designated a river-the East River. The con
nection between the two cities is by a series of ferries, which 
during the most of the year afford sufficient accommoda tion, 
but when the estuary is encumbered by ice, are entirely insuf
ficient for the convenient accommodation of the people. The 
The subject of a bridge hetween the two great and growing 
cities is not new, having been discussed for many yeara. 
Only lately, ho_er. have any steps tending or looking to a 
decifive remit been taken. A charter from the legislature, 
preliminary surveys, and estimates sum up the work done and 
exhibit the present condition of the project. The city of 
BrDoklyn in its short-sightedness, ha,s unwisely refused to 
make any appropriation for carrying forward the enterprise, 
and the work at present remains in abeyance. The engr'l.V
in)! gives an excellent view of the proposed bridge, which 
will eventually be erected by private enterprise, even if mu
nicipal aid is not f uruished. The following succinct descrip
tion we copy frum LC81Jie'8 illustrated : 

'l'he engineer, Mr. John A. Roebling, a Prussian by birth, 
is a resident of Trenton, New Jersey. His reputation a s  a 
8rid,!le builder has been established by the most succesJ3ful 
practical illustration of his abilities in this country. Under 
his directiun were built the suspen�ion bridges at Niagara 
and that triumph of engineering skill, the bridge across the 
Ohio, at Cincinnati. The more stupendous enterprise in ')on
templation can be safely entrusted to a man whose credentials 
are the masBi ve and beautiful structures already reared by his 
master hand. 

'rhe terminus of the bridge on the Brooklyn side, by the 
terms of the company's charter, must be at or near the junco 
tion of �Iain and Fulton streets. 

The New York terminus: The Park line commences oppo
site the Registrar's office, on Cha tham street, .then crosses 
Nor'Ll! vVilliam, Rose, Vandewater, Cliff, Franklin square, 
Cherry, Water, Front, and South; thence to the end of the 
end of the old Pier, No. 29, now broken down, the line con
tinues in a straight course across the river, and passes on to 
the Brooklyn shore, nearly through the centre of the spare 
slip of the Fulton Ferry Company; thence pa@sing overWater, 
Dock, and Front; a part of James street, near Garrison will be 
occupied hy the Brooklyn anchorage. Leaving the anchorage, 
the line continues to pass over James, and then crossing York 
and Main. streets obliquely, deflects toward Fulton. After 
cros�ing Prospect, near its intersection with 'Fulton, it ter
minates finally in the block which is bounded by Fulton, Sands, 
and Washinll'ton streets. 

Th � total length will be 5,862 feet. The central, river 
span, will be suspended on one swing of 1,600 feet from 
centre to centre of tower. Those parts between the anchor
walls and the respective termini are technically called "ap
proaches." The streets will be crossed by iron girders at 
such elevation as will leave them unobstructed. The iron 
f raming forming the floor of the bridge will be 80 feet wide 
This will be divided into five spaces. The two outside spaces 
will be 15 feet feet wide between the chords, and will form a 
roadway for all kinds of common travel. The next spaces 
will be 13 feet wide. On it will be laid steel rails for run
ning cars back and forth alternately. ThesE' cars are pro
posed to be operated by an endless wire ropp, impelled by an 
engine under the flooring on the Brooklyn side. The de
f;ree of speed attainable by these cars is put at twenty miles 
an hour as the minimum rate. Twice that speed is declared 
to be perfectly practicable and safe. 

The fifth divisic,n of the bridge is called in the plan proposed 
the "Elevated Pr.omenade." It is intended exclusively for 
walkbrs. At each terminus, the bridge floor is widened 
out to 100 feet; this central promenad'l will be 17 feet 
wide. The carriage of the bridge is based upon the 
carriage of the Union Ferry Company. ThiS corporation offi
cially figures its passengers at 40,000,000 yearly. This aver
ages 109,539 per day. It is plain at least this number can be 
passtd over the bridge and many more. 

It is customary to regard the midsummpr as tending to in
crease the prevalence of hydrophobia, and 8xtra care is taken 
at tbis season to prevent danger from this cause by confining 
and muzzling dogs, if they are not otherwi�e finally and sum
marily disrosed of. The practice of killing dogs upon the 
arrival of summer heat is of ancient date, and has t1e sanc· 
tio)} of custom to reccommend it. Some have, however, ex
pressed the opinion, that dogs are no more liable to attacks of 
rabies at this season than at any other, and no doubt therp 
have been enough cases which have occurred in colder por
ti9nS of the year to justify in some measure such an opinion. 
If, fl_S lBts been stated, this terrible disease origina tes in th" 
first instance from eXCitement consequent upon the ungrati
fied s�xual instinct of the male dog, it is hard to see how 
the excessive heat of July and August, in this latitude, could 
fail to a ggravate such excitement, and thus assist the develoI'
ment of the disease. 

Whatever may be its cause at the outset, its propagation 
by the contact of the saliva of the diseased animal with the 
mucous membranes, or the abraded skins of man and 
animals, is certain. Some have, however, been so bold as to 
regard the �eq uences of bites from ra bid animals, as the result 
of an imagination over excited from the terror which usually 
accompanies such occurrences,rather than as the results of in
fection. VVe were, however, personally cognizant of a case 
which could not thus be accounted for. A young man of our 
acquaintance, upl)n returning to his home one evening dlo
covered a strange cat upon the steps of his house. He play
fully ordered it away, accompanying Lis speech with a ges
ture as if about to strike, upon which the cat seized and bit 
his hand, not, however, very severely. The next day he 
went about his usual business, scarcely incommoded by the 
wound, and without the least suspicion of the real condition 
of the animal, Q,I' of the terrible consequences that were to 
follow. Weeks a fter, the wound having entirely healed, and 
the circumstance ueing nearly forgotten, he suddenly mani
fested symptoms ot hydrophobia, and died after tilIf1e days of 
terrible agony. We deem this case as conclusive, that rabies 
is t.he consequence of infection. There may be, and undoubt
e dly are, cases 1'1' here terror i nd uces an hysteria, which strongly 
resembles genuine hydrophobia, but this is not by any means 
the rule in a large majority of case�. The disease is so appall
ing in it� nature, that such terror is not to be wondered at 
especially among people who are unaware that the bite of a 
m�d dog does not produce hydrophobia in more than about 
one in twen ty -fi ve instances. When the disease is developed, 
it may be regarded as fatal, good authorities inclining to the 
belief that in cases of supposed recovery, the disease is simu
lated by hysteria accompanied with tetanic symptoms. 

The muzzling of dogs, by the use of a strap tightly buckled 
around the jaws, is a bad practice. It causes the dog a great 
deal of unnecessary suffering, and, by preventing him from 
cooling himself by thrusting out his tongue, adds greatly to 
any febrile condition of the body, which he may chance to be 
laboring under. If any muzzle at all be used, it should be 
one of reticulated wire, and sufficiently large to admit of his 
opening his mouth wide, and permit his drinking as freely as 
he c)uld do without it.  Such muzzles are not only safer, but 
more comfortable to the dog. 

The only certain preventative of ill results from the bites 
of rabid dogs, is to cut out completely the woundl3d part, 
before the poison can be absorbed. It is recommended in 
order to do this quickly and thorougbly, that a stick be whit
tied to a shape resembling a dog-'s tooth, and inserted in the 
wound. This supports the part and renders the cutting more 
easy and certain. This should be followed by cauterization, 
either by the use of a hot iron, or some strong caustic sub
stance. 

Dogs, if Lhey must be kept, should not 1>e over-fed upon a 
stimu:ating diet of meat, and bones especially should not be 
given tbem, as the phosphate of lime they contain greatly 
stimulates the sexual instinct. Indian meal, made into a pud
ding, is eaten, when cold, with relish by most dogs, and used 
with thickened sour milk, it contains �o much of what is re
quired for. the proper sustenance of the dog, that meat will 
be seldom required. A dog kept in this way will rarely oe
come spontaneously raiJid. A large majority of the dogs now 
kept are, however, a nuisance, and would be much better out 
of existence. 
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THE HORSE AND APPLIANCES FOR HIS USE. 
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was using his bow, the reins being olten tied around the body. 
It is impossible to determine when the horse was first used 

for riding. There is reason, however, to believe that it was 
at a very early period in the world's history. It is referred 
to in some of the most ancient books extant. Xenophon 
mentiol1s a double bridle and bit in his work upon Horse
manship. One bit was smooth and flexible, the other was 
arll1ed with sharp points. The original method of guiding 
horses was, however, by means of a cord passed through the 
mouth and around the lower jaw-a method still practiced to 
some extent, under circumstances where bits of iron cannot 
well be obtained. Horses were anciently ridden bare-backed, 
or supplied with a cloth thrown over the back. 

The invention of the saddle for riding purposes has been 
ascribed to the Persians, but tbere is probably room for some 
doubt as to its true origin. It is not certain that it was 
used before the fourth century oithe Christian era. The first 
accounts of stirrups date from the fifth century. Spurs were 
early used among the Romans, but their precise orig'in has 
not been ascertained. The ordinary stable equipments, includ 
ing the currycomb, brush, scraper, rake, sieve, and shovel,are 
also of ancient origin, although they, like other things, have 
bel'n much improved in thdr form and materials in modern 
times. It will be seen from tbese facts, that appliances for 
tbe management and use of the horse, are mostly of ancient 
ongm. We believe there is still room for improvement in 
means for the more efficient use of this noble and of ton ill
treated animal. 

------"'_ .. ------

DEATH OF MOSES Y. BEACH. 

We record with regret the decease of Moses Y. Beach, Esq.
father of Mr. A. E. Beach, of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN-at 
Wallingford, Conn., July 19th, in the 69th year of his age. He 
was a man of g�nerous impulses, qUick perceptions, great 
industry,and superior ability. He was in every respect a self
made, self.educated man. At fourt.een he was an orphan, and 
learned the trade of cabinet maller at which he worked fur 
many years, He was one of the builders of the first stern
wheeled steamboats on the Connecticut river at Springfield, 
Mass. 

Afterwards he became the proprietor of a paper making 
establishment up the North River, supplied paper to the nOlvs
papers here, which finally led to his purchase of the New York 
Sun establishment. When Mr. Deach carried on paper mak
ing one of the large items of cost was that of cutting the rags. 
This was done by hand, the rags boing spread on benches 
along which ranks of women were employed, ellch with a 
large knife fastened horizontally in front across which the rags 
were one by one drawn. It was a slow and tediuus operdtion. 
Mr, Deach very quickly OV2rcame the difficulty by inventing 
a rag-cutting machine, sotDewhat on the principle of the 
straw cutter, for which he received a patent. One machine 
does the work of a thousand h ands and this plan of cutting 
is now used in all paper mil ls. 

Moses Y. Beach was extensively known throughout the 
country in connectiou wiLh th� Nclw York Sun newsp�per, of 
whichhe was the sole proprttltor fot' nearly t wenty-five ye,,1'3, 
a.nd which under his administration became very popular, I'is
ing from a small fldition to a circulation of over 50.000 copies, 
at thai time the largest edition of any daily newspaper in the 
world. This was before the days of telegraphs, or many 
railroads, when the newspaper folks had to work hard to ob
tain news; and the rival publishers often resorted to strategy 
to get ahead of each other, employing horse expressmen, 
steamboats, and carrier pigeons. Mr. Beach was most ener
getic and successful in this re�pect, and the Extm Sun, con
taining important intelligence, hours in ad vance of other 
newspapers, us�d to be a familiar cry, in the streets of New 
York. Mr. Beach acquired a handsome fortune and retired 
fl'om business several years ago. 

During the Mexican war at the request of the President he 
went to the City of Mexico as Commissioner to negotiate fur 
peace. 'J'his was an exceedingly delicate and hazardous llii�
sion. 

Rigorous Apprenticeship. 

Few persons have looked into the lives of so many re· 
markable m�n as I have, yet I cannot call to mind one of 
the acknowledged kings of bUBiness who did not in early 
life serve a long, rigorous appr6cticeship to some occupation 
akin to that which he afterward exercised, and in which his 
great. success was made. All my acquaintance with busi
ness men teaches me that the fundamental secret of succ�ss 
is KNOWLEDGE-real knowledge-such knowledga as is oniy 
practically acquired by becoming practically familiar with 
methods and processes-such knowledge, in fact, as a llmu 

gets by taking hold of work, and doing i� until he ca� do it 
eaBily and per[e�tly. I should be sorry to say any thmg to 
disparage our institutions of learning. N evert�ele8s, I feel 
confident that an intelligent youth, w bo remallls at school 
until he is sixteen or seventeen, and then apprenticeil him
self to a gOild trade, can get a better education out of his 
shop (with an hour's study of principles in the evening) than 
it is possible to get in an y college in existence-that is to 
say, a better education for this new and forming country, 
whpre, for at least fifty years to come, no man can hope to 
play a leading: part, except in wielding material forces.
Parton, in Packard'8 Monthly. The dimensions of the towers will be a base of 134 feel long, 

measuring on the water linp, and a width of 56 feet in the 
ext,reme part. Below the upper cornice, at the top of the 
tower these dimensions will be reduced to 120 and 40 feet. 
One of these towers is shown well in the foreground of our 
picture, and the architectural details will be apparent. The 
elevation of the flooring of �he tower will be 118 feet above 

So far as is known the earliest employment of the horse 
was for purposes of war. The ancient Egyptian chariot was 
drawn by two horses, attached to the cbariot by a yoke suit
ably supported by straps, to which the pole of the vehicle was 
secured. To this harness were appended a breast strap and 4_'-

girth fastened to an ornamented saddle, a head stall with THE Commissioner of Patents has refused to grant to the 
frontal, cheek-straps, a noseband, a bit with cheek·pieces, and heirl! of the late James A. Cutting all extended term of the 
reins for the guidance of the animal. The whip consisted so called Bromine patent. Ph�tographers will rea�ily p�r

of a wooden handle and a double thong, with a loop where- ceive the importance of the action of the Commi-slUner III 

by it might be suspended from the wrist while tbe warrior. this matter. 
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